
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



******************************J.E.M Quiz***************************** 

What Is Your heART Projecting & Attracting?  

It’s Simple: 

With a Projection of Love- You Will Attract More Love- that carries you into 

Blessings (Happy State of Living and Being) 

Now that you know these things, God will Bless you for doing them- John 13:17 

NLT 

Think about a house under construction- what is the foundation built on? 

With your heART being the house- is it founded in Love or Fear? 

With these Questions and More we are here to help you Answer what your heART 

is Projecting & Attracting- along with guiding you to some helpful tools our 

Clients are using daily to live a Happy (Blessed) Lifestyle. 

************************************************************ 

Start Here: Circle Your Answer- A, B, C or D-   

Add Up The Most Circled Letter and Your Results Will Be Revealed***(If you 

have two letters with the most circled- you will have two Answers to guide you on 

your heART journey) 

*5 Questions* 

 

 

 

 

1. Who or what is in control of your life? (Control: The power to influence 

or direct people’s behavior or the course of events- Oxford Dictionary)  

a. The Holy Trinity (God, Jesus, Holy Spirit) 

b. You 

c. People 



d. Addictions (Physically or Mentally dependent on a particular substance- 

Oxford Dictionary) 

 

2. When you are in a room with people you do not know how does your 

heart feel? 

a. At Peace 

b. Focused on why you are there 

c. Anxious 

d. Threatened 

 

3. When you are with your immediate family members how does your heart 

feel? 

a. Safe 

b. Joyful 

c. Not good enough 

d. Criticized 

 

4. When you are by yourself how does your heart feel? 

a. Optimistic 

b. Glad 

c. Lonely 

d. Not Satisfied 

 

5. When you are in a room full of spirit filled believers how does your 

heART feel? 

a. Refreshed 

b. Accepted 

c. Hesitant 

d. Inadequate 

 

*Add Up The Most Circled Letter and Your Results Will Be Revealed* 



 

A- BeLoved  

Your heART understands it’s worth and the value it beholds. It chooses to 

focus on the Good in whatever situation it is placed in. This BeLoved 

heART has been well taken care of by the one who beholds it. Whatever 

lemons are thrown at you, you choose to overcome it with Good and what is 

squeezed out is the Sweet Aroma of Christ Jesus coming out of your Faithful 

heART.  

Well done BeLoved…you have chosen the path for Success!!! 

With your Devoted Gratitude- Your GREATFULL heART Loves to pay it 

forward bringing Joy to the areas that may seem hard for your heART to 

find at times. Here are some Treasureful Guides to keep the Love flowing 

and will also uplift your soul giving a refreshed mentality, spiritual 

enhancement and Fruitful Blessings for those whom God put’s in your path- 

helping them to believe…where there is a will, that is God’s Will- our 

Heavenly Father will make a way- Afterall, we know with man this is 

impossible, but with God all things are Possible- Matthew 19:26 

*****For your BeLoved heART the J.E.M within has guided me to send you to… 

-B*1Love Ministries: https://jemstudios.org/b-1love-ministries 

-The Treasureful J.E.M Experience: https://jemstudios.org/treasureful-j-e-m-exp 

-Time4R&R’s: https://jemstudios.org/time4r%26rs-sessions 

 

B- Chosen 

Your heART is in line with who created it; however this precious heART 

needs guidance - where there is a teachable spirit, there is provision for the 

future. This Chosen heART knows it is set apart for Greatness, but struggles 

in moments to let go of control and follow in the footsteps of the one who 

created it. With every heart beat, the rhythm can get louder for those who 

are teachable, when this happens- life starts working for them, instead of 

against them due to this Chosen heart surrendering all. Believing and 

Trusting in the one who can take the heavy weights off, so this Strong, yet 

https://jemstudios.org/b-1love-ministries
https://jemstudios.org/treasureful-j-e-m-exp
https://jemstudios.org/time4r%26rs-sessions


stubborn heART won’t have to do it alone. Chosen indeed this heART is, but 

will keep going into it’s revolving door of uncertainty/doubt/mistrust that is 

rooted in fear- if this heART does not stand firm on the concrete in which 

the foundation the Creator has laid for it- fear will continue to sway it’s 

decisions- bringing footsteps that go right back in the revolving door of this 

heART focused on what it wants rather than what God wants, due to this 

God’s ways are put on the shelf until this heART feels comfortable and safe 

to address and walk in the measure which this Chosen heART understands. 

With not fully understanding the Love of what God wants to pour through 

this Chosen heART can feel lost at times. 

As our Heavenly Father has Amazing Promises, Gifts and Blessings in store 

for this Chosen One- These are determind by the Choices in this Chosen One’s 

heART beat- releasing it’s ways and breathing in a heART guaranteed to 

bring it into a Heavenly Way of being-Absolutely Chosen and Rooted in 

Love with the I Am, that I Am- Promised Land of Faithful, Gentle Love.  

 

 

For your Chosen heART the J.E.M within has guided me to send you to…  

-The BeLoved heART Formation: https://jemstudios.org/treasureful-j-e-m-exp 

-J.E.M Shape Up: https://jemstudios.org/j-e-m-shape-up 

-Time4R&R’s: https://jemstudios.org/time4r%26rs-sessions 

 

 

 

C- Valued 

You’re heART is a Valuable- Rich Commodity, meaning it is meant for the 

purpose for which it was sent. Just as a heART cannot keep beating if it 

does not have the proper valves to pump blood through it. This Valued 

heART does not quite understand the richness and value it beholds- where it 

can hold hesitation and frustration in moments which steals it’s focus, this 

Valuable heART is in need of Love and not just any Love- a Protective 

https://jemstudios.org/treasureful-j-e-m-exp
https://jemstudios.org/j-e-m-shape-up
https://jemstudios.org/time4r%26rs-sessions


Love- due to a misconception of Love has made this heART feel devalued 

and unappreciated, that is where fear creeps in through feelings of 

anxiousness, unworthiness that can bring forth depression. This Valued 

heART needs it’s mind and heart to be guarded from condemning thoughts. 

Especially lies that can creep in from the enemy with deception making this 

heART think people are talking about this precious one, partnered with 

accusation/rejection/abandonment to make them push people away or even 

hold them to a higher esteem.  

With feelings of loneliness, this heART may even feel lonely in a crowd of 

people. This Valued heART’s true state is a Light bulb!!!  

When the light switch is turned off- this heART feels afraid, projecting fear 

and drawing vibrations of inadequacy which attracts the same things and 

even worse- opening up more unhealthy revolving doors; however when it is 

focused on the Light- Jesus- The J.E.M Within…partnered with His Kind 

of Love that will keep this Valued heART Safe- that is where this precious 

one will flourish believing as it focuses on keeping the Value of what this 

radiant heART beholds, the light switch will remain on and when it is kept 

on darkness-fear is blinded by the light and won’t even want to stay; 

therefore let Jesus Embody, Embrace and Educate you Today with His 

Unfailing Love that will have the Light bulb in a Forever Valuable state of 

never needing nor wanting to be replaced!!! 

 

For your Valued heART the J.E.M within has guided me to send you to…  

-B*Sunshine- Gifts of Love Released: https://jemstudios.org/the-b-books 

 -Time4R&R’s: https://jemstudios.org/time4r%26rs-sessions 

-The BeLoved heART Formation: https://jemstudios.org/treasureful-j-e-m-exp 

 

 

D- Treasured  

Your heART is a True Treasure. With that first sentence, a part of you does 

not know what that means and how much Worth your heART the True 

https://jemstudios.org/the-b-books
https://jemstudios.org/time4r%26rs-sessions
https://jemstudios.org/treasureful-j-e-m-exp


Treasure that it is beholds. Because it has been through the deep, where 

many heARTs have never been- like an ocean when a Tsunami hits- 

everything is being torn apart and underwater- those who have experienced 

this kind of trauma and painful hits can only understand the depth of what 

this Treasured heART has been through. At times, you may even feel that no 

one understands where you are coming from, with your heART feeling 

unsafe and threatened due to environments where you’ve had to put on your 

own protective armor the best way you knew how. This has brought a life of 

self-protection and where our Heavenly Father wants you to know he can 

and will fight for you, especially where life can be hard for you.  

Where there have been tears and hurt- God wants to collect, restore and heal 

everything the enemy has stolen from you and until you grasp God is for you, 

who can be against you…the tunnel of light will always seem far away, but 

when you lift your head and focus on God’s Promises- the Light of Truth 

that guides you into His Protecting Ways, and where your healing journey 

will become part of your Testimony; after all only those whom have been 

through the deep know how to reach the True Treasures needing to be 

uncovered and brought upon their Promised Land of God’s Love whom is 

waiting to reveal what is in each one of His Treasures and you BeLoved 

Treasure will be saying,”What I went through was painful, but It was All 

Worth It because this heART chose to come out of it’s Revolving Door and 

now I am able to walk ,talk and live this True Treasured heART out- 

B*Cause I Am Worth It and Those whom God put’s in my path to protect, 

will feel Loved and will know they can come out Too- simply by sharing 

what Jesus-The J.E.M Within has Encouraged, Empowered and Equipped 

me to do- This is my Story and This True Treasure will never be buried 

again!!! 

 

For your Treasured heART the J.E.M within has guided me to send you to…  

-Time4R&R’s: https://jemstudios.org/time4r%26rs-sessions 

-B*Cause You’re Worth It- Devotion toward Promotion: https://jemstudios.org/the-b-

books 

https://jemstudios.org/time4r%26rs-sessions
https://jemstudios.org/the-b-books
https://jemstudios.org/the-b-books


 

-BeLoved heART Formation: https://jemstudios.org/treasureful-j-e-m-exp 

 

 

                                            https://jemstudios.org/ 
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